Cell lineage dependent and independent control of Purkinje cell number in the mammalian CNS: further quantitative studies of lurcher chimeric mice.
Recent quantitative studies of lurcher chimeric mice have shown that the adult population of cerebellar Purkinje cells can properly be described as a small number of developmental clones of cells. The clones are not seen as patches of contiguous neurons; rather, the cells of any one clone distribute throughout the half-cerebellum that contains them, intermingling extensively with the Purkinje cells of other linkages. Lurcher----wild-type chimeras were analyzed using the cell autonomous Purkinje-cell-lethal mutant, lurcher (+/Lc), as a cell marker. Cell counts from these chimeras revealed that the number of surviving Purkinje cells was always an integral multiple of a unit clone size. These numerical quanta are the evidence for the existence of Purkinje cell developmental clones. When two different inbred strains of mouse were compared (C3H/HeJ and C57BL/6), the resulting clonal analysis showed that the unit clone size (i.e., the number of Purkinje cells in one quantum) is an autonomous property of the lineage and hence, presumably, intrinsic to the progenitor cell that founded it. The current study uses the lurcher chimeric mouse system to examine the cell lineage relationships among the Purkinje cells of a third inbred strain of mouse, AKR/J. The data both support and extend our previous studies. Quantitative analysis reveals that the Purkinje cells of this strain also exist in clones, and the size of these clones is also strain-specific. The number of cells in a single clone (7850), however, is different from either C3H/HeJ (10,200) or C57BL/6 (9200). The fact that this value is so highly polymorphic among the inbred strains of mouse makes it likely that, rather than being a function of different alleles at a single genetic locus, clone size may well represent a multifactorial (but still cell-autonomous) property of developing Purkinje cells. Additional results from a single chimeric animal suggest strongly that clone number (i.e., the number of progenitors selected to found the population) is not strain-specific but results instead from cell:cell interactions during early nervous system formation.